Playground Code of Conduct

**VERANDAHS AND UNDERCOVER AREAS**

*We will:*  
*Walk on paved areas*  
*Pack away our belongings*  
*Put all rubbish in the bins*  
*Not play with balls*

**OVAL AND PLAYGROUNDS**

*We will:*  
*Wear our hats*  
*We will not shove, push, kick or engage in rough play*  
*Be sensible*  
*Use sports equipment properly and in the correct areas*  
*Return the sports equipment*

**PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT**

*We will:*  
*Be sensible on the equipment*  
*Take turns*  
*We will not shove, push, kick or engage in rough play*  
*Not throw sand*

**RESPECT IS TO TREAT EVERYONE WITH CARE AND CONSIDERATION**